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The Hoosic River Revival was formed in 2008 with the goal to reconnect the 

River to the City of North Adams, to make it an attribute for recreation, eco-

nomic development and community building, while simultaneously maintain-

ing adequate flood control.

The HRR, with their consultants, held a community conversation on June 26, 

2010 to introduce the community to the idea of modifying the chutes and 

revitalizing the River. At that day-long session, the consultant team presented 

background information on the River’s hydrology, hydraulics and aquatic 

communities, as well as examples of successful river restoration projects. 

They then led the community in discussions regarding their concerns and 

vision for the River and downtown North Adams.

Following that conversation, Milone & MacBroom and Crosby | Schlessinger 

| Smallridge were hired to develop conceptual alternatives for modifying the 

chutes and the land adjacent to the River to achieve the vision of a revitalized 

riverfront. The Hoosic River Revitalization Project: Phase II, Stage I: Options 

Assessment, 2013, contains conceptual drawings and descriptions of those 

alternatives, a detailed “challenges and advantages” matrix, and a technical 

report on the effectiveness of the existing chutes.

The Conversation
On June 15, 2013, a second Community Conversation was held to provide a 

forum for discussion of those conceptual alternatives. On a beautiful summer 

morning, approximately 75 people attended the half-day event.

Following a brief greeting by North Adams Mayor Richard J. Alcombright, 

HRR President Judy Grinnell welcomed everyone, summarized the history of 

the HRR and their work, as well as current conversations with the U.S. Army 

Corps of Engineers, and explained the purpose of the Conversation.

The reason for the conversation, is not only be-
cause we have drawings to share, but it’s very 
important to us that the general public have oppor-
tunity to hear from the consultants about why the 
flood chutes might be modified in a certain way to 
maintain protection and provide access. It’s an op-
portunity for the public to ask questions and share 
their ideas with their friends and neighbors, as well 
as their concerns and their dreams with our board. 
Hoosic River Revival (HRR) President Judy Grinnell 

The consultant team then gave the presentation summarized on the following 

pages.

INTRODUCTION

Photo courtesy of Bert Lamb.
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THE PRESENTATION
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Historical Importance of the River
Historically, the River was very important, providing the power for mills which 

were the lifeblood of the North Adams economy, as shown in the 1881 illus-

tration at left. The river was also quite scenic and was featured in postcards 

and photographs. 

Historical image courtesy of North Adams Historical Society.

Historic postcards from Postcard History Series: North Adams, Robert Campanile, 
Copyright 2007.
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The River Today
Today, the river environment ranges from the chutes seen within the Project Area on all of the 

North Branch, and much of the South and Main Branches, to the softer looking berms seen 

along the southern reaches of the South Branch.
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1894 USGS MAP           1948 USGS MAP

Flood Control
These historic maps from 1894 and 1948 (prior to the U.S. Army Corps of 

Engineers flood control project) illustrate the wide flood plain and meander-

ing nature of the South Branch, while the North Branch is more constrained, 

first by the steep topography on both sides and later by the construction of 

mills adjacent to the River. 

North Branch
Today, the North Branch, the northern end of the South Branch and the 

eastern end of the Main Branch are all characterized by the continuous chute 

walls on both sides. The design of the chute is illustrated in the typical sec-

tion below. 

Historic United States Geological Survey maps.

Illustrative sections at right and on following pages by Milone and MacBroom.
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Removing the chutes to create a more naturalistic channel with a floodplain 

that accommodates the flood storage and conveyance capacity of the exist-

ing chutes would require a floodplain approximately 320 feet wide. Existing 

development patterns preclude creating a flooplain of this magnitude on the 

North Branch. For that reason, the North Branch options include more mod-

est changes to the existing chutes.
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These sections above and at left illustrate several options for modifying the 

chutes, including, reducing the height of the walls and introducing a widened 

shelf, lowering the chute walls and slanting them outward, and lowering 

the chute walls and creating a series of steps. All of these options use the 

widened chute area to create flood storage capacity, while the lowered walls 

bring visitors closer to the water. 

Many of the options include creating a narrower, recessed low flow channel 

with cobbles to slow down the water flow and create a riffle effect.

Upper South Branch and Main Branch
Earthen berms provide flood protection on the upper portion of the South 

Branch, with chutes being introduced just north of Noel Field. The chutes 

continue north to the Main Branch which continues in a chute until just west 

of Brown Street.
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Successful Riverfront Revitalization Projects
The pictures below and at right of successfully revitalized riverfronts illustrate 

many of the techniques described on the previous pages. 

Top row: Confluence park in Denver, CO is designed to accommodate both 

normal (left) and high (right) flow conditions. Bottom row: Brush Creek Plaza 

in Kansas City, MO has stepped seating areas, similar to those discussed for 

the Hoosic River. Top two rows: Reedy River flood control in Greenville, SC includes boulders 

to create riffles, naturalized banks, historic buildings and a new pedestrian 

bridge. Bottom row: Riverside walkways have helped to transform downtown 

Providence, RI (left) and a new riverfront park in Fitchburg, MA (right) is bring-

ing new visitors to downtown.Photos on this page and facing page courtesy of Google Images.
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Riverfront festivals like Waterfire in Providence, RI (top) and Riverlights in 

North Adams (bottom) have created heightened interest in the riverfront.

Revitalized riverfronts in 

Odense, Denmark (above 

left) and Seoul, Korea 

(above right).

Replacing the channel wall with a sloping bank and steps provides access 

to the North Nashua River at the waterfront park in downtown Fitchburg, MA. 

Before and after photos courtesy of Cindy Delpapa.
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Segments
The Project Area was divided into segments based on the flood control 

techniques in use and the surrounding land use characteristics, with five 

segments in the North Branch, four in the South Branch and one in the Main 

Branch.

Guiding Principles
The overarching goal of the project is to connect people to the River. The 

Concepts were developed around two additional unbreakable principles:

1. The existing storage and conveyance capacity of the chutes must be 

maintained.

2. The concepts must be technically feasible.

Multiple restoration alternatives have been developed and illustrated. It is im-

portant to note that they are rough concepts that are not at all set in stone at 

this point. The concepts were developed to illustrate a variety of techniques 

for altering the chutes and a variety of design elements and amenities that 

could be introduced along the banks of the River. Many of these elements 

are interchangeable –many of the elements from one option can be incorpo-

rated into another option for that same segment, and in some cases can be 

incorporated into options for other River segments, depending on available 

land and the extent to which the chutes can be modified in a given area.

Some of the concepts are not illustrated; this is a result of resource limita-

tions, not because some concepts are better than/or preferred over other 

concepts. The sketches were produced to help people visualize the possible 

and to start a conversation about the possibilities.

Elements
The alternatives incorporated a number of elements, including, most fre-

quently:

• Natural Riverine Environment – Habitat Restoration

• Linear Path (path alongside or parallel to the River)

• Lateral Connections to nearby destinations (connections leading away 

from the River)

• Amphitheatres or stepped walls to bring people closer to the water

THE RESTORATION CONCEPTS
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Large park

Fishing

Ecological restoration

Pond

Amphitheater/stepped walls

Boating

Gathering spot

Ballfields
Visitor Center/Gateway

Path

Educational feature

Gateways

River Street

Union Street

• Cobbled surface in the chute floor to slow down the water flow and cre-

ate ripples

• Activity plazas or gathering spots

• Large park for either active or passive recreation

The plan above illustrates potential locations for a number of these elements.

Concepts were developed with an eye to providing connections to important 

destinations.

Gateways
Important gateways into the City (shown at right) also were considered in 

developing and analyzing concepts:

• For visitors entering the city from the east on Route 2, a park at Willow 

Dell would be very prominent, with the Notre Dame steeple visible in the 

distance.

• For visitors entering from the west on Route 2, a park on the parcel 

bounded by Route 2, Main Street and Marshall Street would create a 

visual gateway

• For visitors entering from the south on Route 8, parkland on the east 

side of the river adjacent to American Legion Drive would be very visible 

as a gateway into Downtown.
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Destinations
A multi-use path along the Riverfront would connect important destinations 

around the City.Destinations

River Street

Union Street

MCLA

Gateway
Heritage State 
Park

Mass
MOCA

Eclipse
Mill

Downtown

Options
Adjacent river segments frequently have similar conditions, and changes to 

one segment may have an impact on the adjacent segment. For that reason, 

the Alternative Concepts illustrated and described on the following pages 

sometimes encompass more than one River segment.

The Hoosic River Revitalization Project: Phase II, Stage I: Options Assessment, 

2013, contains a more detailed description of each of the options, as well as 

a detailed “challenges and advantages” matrix. This report is available online 

at http://www.hoosicriverrevival.org/wp-content/uploads/MMI-OPTIONS-

REPORT.pdf.

The site plans and sections on the following pages are by Milone and MacBroom.
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South Branch: Foundry Road to Noel Field.
Options A, B and C all provide riverside trails which could connect to the 

Ashuwillticook Trail to the south and to a path to MCLA. 

The section above illustrates regrading of the berm with a walkway on top 

and at a lower elevation, closer to the water. The photograph illustrates a 

potential walkway design.

SOUTH BRANCH: extending from where the River enters Downtown at Foundry Road to Noel Field, under the Route 8 Bridge, behind City Hall, under the 

Route 2 Bridge and through the Mass MoCA complex until it meets the North Branch between Mass MoCA and Brown Street.
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Alternative A sets the berms back to create to create a wider floodplain and 

allows the River to meander through the flood plain, creating space for resto-

ration of riverside vegetation and habitat. The recycling facility is maintained; 

potentially reducing the footprint to make room for public amenities would 

require land acquisition and potentially soil remediation. Trails are provided 

on both sides of the River and a new pedestrian bridge across the river is 

shown. An MCLA/community environmental research station is shown on the 

north bank. These improvements require land acquisition but no buildings 

are affected.

Alternative B does not move the berms outward. Improvements to access 

and recreation would be achieved by diverting the river into the existing 

wetland area to the southwest, creating improved aquatic habitat, and the 

South Branch: Foundry Road to Noel Field: Option A
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potential for a canoe/boating school and fly fishing. The existing dam at 

Foundry Road would be configured to allow only low and moderate flows 

access to the new channel, while high flows would continue to pass through 

the existing bermed channel and into the chutes. Trails are provided along 

the top of the berms and through the wetland area. As with Alternative A, the 

recycling facility is maintained; reducing the footprint to make room for public 

amenities would require land acquisition and potentially soil remediation. 

Option C (not illustrated) involves relocating the berms to incorporate Noel 

Field into the flood control system. This option would allow the river to mean-

der through a wider flood plain, with areas for new riverside vegetation and 

would include a trail system on top of the berm. The inclusion of Noel Field 

into the flood plain would result in the rare inundation of the recreational area 

during exceptionally high flows. This could require modification of the struc-

tures to withstand inundation.

South Branch: Foundry Road to Noel Field: Option B
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South Branch: Heritage Park to City Hall
The two options for this area both create a gateway park along Route 8 near 

the Heritage State Park, a continuous riverfront walkway to Route 2 and an 

urban plaza or amphitheatre connecting the River to downtown/Main Street. 

Both options connect downtown, MassMOCA and the Heritage State Park. 

The major difference is in the extent of land acquisition required.

Both options include stepped walls creating an amphitheatre and the op-

portunity for visitors to get closer to the water, as illustrated in the photo at left 

and section above.

Photo courtesy of Google Images.
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In Option A, the east chute wall between Route 2 and West Main Street is 

stepped back to create a small amphitheatre/stepped seating area, connect-

ing across Route 2 to a new riverfront path behind City Hall. This park would 

connect the Riverfront path and Downtown North Adams to MassMOCA. The 

gathering space is very visible and accessible from Main Street and creates 

a visual gateway into Downtown and the riverfront for visitors arriving from the 

west on Route 2. This option would require acquisition of the former Breen 

Center. This option also includes new parklets around the Gateway Heritage 

State Park (on both sides of Route 8), and new parkland between American 

Legion Drive and the railroad tracks. As shown, these improvements would 

require acquisition of the Italian American Club and the American Legion 

Building. A pedestrian bridge spanning the tracks could connect the parks.

South Branch: Heritage Park to City Hall: Option A
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Option B is a more ambitious plan, with a new park shown on the site of the 

existing City Hall, and more extensive parkland on the east side of the River. 

A new pedestrian bridge would connect the parkland east and west of the 

railroad tracks. As shown, Option B requires relocation of City Hall, the Italian 

American Club and the American Legion Building as well as the closing of a 

portion of American Legion Drive. 

South Branch: Heritage Park to City Hall: Option B
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North Branch: Eclipse Mill to Willow Dell
Options A and B for this section both provide continuous paths along the 

River and a connection to a hiking trail to Natural Bridge State Park. The ma-

jor differences are in the treatment of the Delftree Mill and Willow Dell areas. 

Both options would provide a gateway for visitors arriving from the east on 

Route 2, with views across a proposed new park at Willow Dell to the steeple 

of Notre Dame. Willow Dell is shown as primarily parkland, with a pond fed 

by the low flow stream. The historic Barber Leather Company building could 

be restored for use as a Gateway/Visitor Center. The existing houses could 

remain or be acquired for parkland. The existing chute would continue to ac-

commodate heavy water flows.

These sections illustrate (top) decking over the chute behind the Eclipse Mill 

as described in Options A and B and (bottom) creating a new low flow chan-

nel with a pedestrian bridge over the chute.

NORTH BRANCH: extending from where the River abuts the Eclipse Mill, under the Route 8 Bridge, behind City Hall, under the Route 2 Bridge and through 

the Mass MoCA complex until it meets the North Branch between Mass MoCA and Brown Street. 
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In Option A, a low/normal flow channel would be diverted from the River 

at the Eclipse Mill and routed under Route 2 and through the Delftree Mill 

Property to Willow Dell where it rejoins the main chute. This diversion creates 

a more visible/accessible naturalized water course. The Delftree Mill property 

becomes parkland with a naturalistic river and a pond. A deck constructed 

over the existing chute behind the Eclipse Mill provides space for a trail. The 

existing chute would continue to accommodate heavy flows. 

North Branch: Eclipse Mill to Willow Dell: Option A
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In Option B, the Delftree Mill remains. A deck constructed over the existing 

flood chute behind the Eclipse Mill would be planted to create a linear park. 

The River could be diverted into a new naturalized low-flow channel through 

the park during normal and low flows, while heavy flows would be kept in the 

existing chute. The low-flow channel could continue into Willow Dell as in Op-

tion A. A deck over the existing flood chute through Willow Dell could provide 

a street-level linear park/sculpture garden.

Option C, not illustrated, would result in limited changes outside of the chute 

walls, although improved landscaping and the addition of public art would 

add amenity to this segment of the River. The chutes could be made more 

aesthetically interesting with the addition of murals or other artworks. A low 

flow, cobbled channel in the existing chute would improve the appearance. 

A linear trail system on top of the north wall of the chute, with a pedestrian 

bridge from the Eclipse Mill, could connect to the hiking trail to Natural Bridge 

State Park. 

North Branch: Eclipse Mill to Willow Dell: Option B
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North Branch: Willow Dell
Option A would remove both sides of the chute walls, replacing them with a 

gentle, vegetated embankment sloping up to Union Street on the north and 

Willow Dell Street on the south. Both Willow Dell Street and Minor Streets 

would be closed with a cul-de-sac. A park would be created on outside bend 

of the River with a new trail connection to the East Main Street neighborhood. 

The illustration shows new residential development on the Union Street side. 

The Barber Leather Factory building and all of the other existing buildings 

between the River and Union Street would be removed. The existing homes 

could be retained.

Option B is as described above under North Branch – Eclipse Mill to Willow 

Dell: Option B (page 21), except that the proposed low-flow channel would 

be constructed over the top of the existing flood chute as it runs through Wil-

low Dell, rather than meandering through the property.

Option C (see illustration of Willow Dell section of North Branch: Along River 

Street Behind Big Y: Option B below) is a variation of Option A. In Option C, 

only the north (inside) wall of the chute would be removed and replaced with 

a sloping berm and a new low flow channel. A new trail could be constructed 

along the top of the south wall, providing a connection uphill to the Church 

Street/Cady hill historical neighborhood. This option eliminates the need 

to cul-de-sac Willow Dell and Minor Streets shown in Option A. The Barber 

Leather Company building could be maintained although some buildings 

along Union Street would need to be acquired to accommodate the public 

park space.
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North Branch at Willow Dell: Option A
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North Branch: Along River Street Behind Big Y
The two options for the area adjacent to the parking area behind the Big Y 

(MoCA auxiliary parking) both have a park on the south side of the River with 

a walkway along the River and on the south side of the chute. 

Sections illustrate optional techniques for sloping back the chute walls; the 

option on the bottom is more naturalized and requires more land.
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Option A would slope back the chute walls on both sides of the River to cre-

ate a green, open park with landscaped terraces. The Holden Street bridge 

would be removed and rebuilt as a pedestrian bridge, or replaced with a 

new longer-span vehicular bridge, creating a larger floodplain with armored 

riverbanks. A more naturalized, low flow channel with a cobbled bottom 

would run through the park. This large park would require inclusion of most 

of the parking lot behind the Big Y, as well as properties along the north side 

of River Street to create a street-level park. Visitors in this park would have 

a 360 degree views of the surrounding mountains and North Adams church 

steeples.

North Branch: Along River Street Behind Big Y: Option A
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Option B would not eliminate the Holden Street bridge or the entire parking 

area between Holden Street and Sperry Avenue. Instead, there would be a 

trail along the south edge of the chute. On the River Street side the chute wall 

would be modified to create steps that could serve as a seating area and 

would allow better visual access to the River.

North Branch: Along River Street Behind Big Y: Option B
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North Branch: River Street Adjacent to MassMOCA

Sections illustrate walkway alternatives adjacent to, or in, the River.
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Option A maintains the chutes through most of this area, with the exception 

of a small stepped area along the north side of the chute and River Street 

down into the channel. A linear park would be constructed along River Street 

and a path could be constructed on top of the south flood wall adjacent to 

MassMOCA. Adding a low-flow channel with cobbles and boulders in the 

existing chute would add modest habitat features.

North Branch: River Street Adjacent to MassMOCA: Option A
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Option B incorporates all of the features of Option A, and adds an adjustable 

dam that could be used on occasion to create a more usable, interactive and 

attractive standing water zone near the stepped area described in Option A. 

The dam, which would be lowered in anticipation of flood flows, would re-

quire significant mechanical and hydraulic engineering, regulatory permitting 

and a detailed operations and maintenance plan. Use of the dam for long 

periods of time would have a negative impact on water quality and aquatic 

connectivity.

North Branch: River Street Adjacent to MassMOCA: Option B
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Main Branch: Brown Street
The three options for this area focus on the large brownfield on the west side 

of Brown Street. In all three options the hydraulic jump/dam and central wall 

in the channel at the confluence would be removed and replaced with a rock 

ramp/riffle to improve aquatic connectivity. 

Option A is the more ambitious option. The north wall of the chute is sloped 

or stepped back, extending the natural channel further east toward Brown 

Street to create a pool for a fishing school. The buildings along River Street 

would need to be acquired; the resulting land could be used for the fishing 

school, outdoor oriented businesses, a farmers market and gardens. The 

area south of the channel is shown with commercial and residential develop-

ment, as well as new parkland along the river edge. 

Option B (not illustrated) is a variation of Option A, with the north side being 

similar to Option A. On the south side, a 50 foot wide easement would be 

used to develop a greenway along the top of the floodwall. The remainder of 

the site would be made available for economic development.

MAIN BRANCH: extending from where the North and South Branches meet just west of Mass MoCA, under Brown Street, to approximately Tyler Street.
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Main Branch: Brown Street: Option A
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Option C would maintain the existing flood walls with the exception of a small 

terraced plaza on the south side. A low flow channel would be created with 

native boulders and stones. Buildings on the north side of the chute along 

River Street would be maintained and the area south of the chute would be 

Main Branch: Brown Street: Option C

redeveloped with athletic fields and a greenway along the top of the flood-

wall. A small fishing area is shown on the south bank at the western end of 

the site.
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Participants had a chance to attend three break-out session, one each for the 

South Branch, North Branch and Main Branch. At each session, participants 

were encouraged to ask questions, comment on the options and suggest 

additional ideas.

Overall, the comments were very positive and participants showed great 

enthusiasm for the project. The comments which apply to the overall project 

are summarized below. A transcription of the comments for each of the three 

branches is included at the end of the report.

Connections/Access
• Create connectivity between all sections, regardless of how each sec-

tion is specifically developed. Include bike path where possible.

• Provide pedestrian and bicycle paths along the River and inside the 

chutes. 

• Provide access to beautiful natural areas of the River.

• Develop a River path with a map.

Bicycles
• Include bike racks and other accessibility feature to encourage bike 

transportation. 

Winter Use
• Create a winter ice skating area. Does the temporary dam offer that 

possibility?

Design Elements/Features
• Downtown urban plazas (like Government Center in Boston) need pro-

gramming/events.

Chutes
• Maintain current flood protection capacity; all concepts can be devel-

oped to accommodate increased rainfall.

• Is anyone monitoring peak flow? (Yes – there are gaging stations.)

• Water can be very high by the Eclipse Mill.

• Calibrate the computer model of any design to ensure adequate 

capacity.

• What do you do with water during reconstruction phase? Always have a 

water control plan – divert, pump with pipe – could have more than one 

method.

Business Concerns
• Has anyone contacted business owners? 

Priorities
• Prioritize different choices then apply ballpark cost to each choice.

• First demonstration should be visible and boost confidence re: flood 

control.

COMMENTS
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• Implement less expensive elements that still have impact 1st, then gain 

momentum.

• Rule out less viable options.

Cost
• Consider costs for City to maintain parks.

Other
• Consider all populations who would use areas – tourists, yearlong 

residents, summer residents, children - MASS in Motion (wellness) – as 

well as seasonal use.

• Provide restroom facilities or assume that visitors will be sent to 

restaurants.

• Could there be urban artistic flavor (e.g., sculptural elements in place of 

boulders to provide riffles in the water) in some areas?

The Hoosic River Revival Board will take the community’s opinions into 

consideration as it works with the City and Partnership for North Adams in the 

coming months.

We have many partners that we are working with, 
including the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and 
state agencies. We want to get a sense of direction 
from the community, but we also have to determine 
what is feasible economically and what is feasible 
for the Army Corps. As we discuss the next steps 
with local and state leaders, the Board will decide 
which pilot program to go with and then we’ll start 
the process of permitting and fundraising.

We will continue discussion with the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers on the conceptual drawings. 
Hoosic River Revival (HRR) President Judy Grinnell 

Ms. Grinnell added that HRR will also cooperate with the 

City’s master plan and the economic development goals of the Partnership 

for North Adams. Next steps also include considering comments received 

from the community, discussing cost and feasibility for pilot projects, and 

then continuing fundraising and beginning permitting for a pilot project. “So 

stay tuned,” Ms. Grinnell said. “We will have a decision, I hope, by the end of 

the year on a pilot project.”

WRAP UP & NEXT STEPS
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The following is a transcription of the notes from each of the breakout 

groups.

South Branch

Connections/Access
• Scenic rail/bike path termination at MoCA - nice to have something 

there; great to have bike path to Williamstown along River. 

• Allowing people access to river, especially downtown, is critical; make 

river an asset not a liability.

• 12 minute walk from Eclipse to City Hall; BIKABILITY, WALKABILTY is a 

major issue – gates/walls between places you can easily see

• River path with a map would be great.

• More walking paths to and from Heritage Park; 2 museums (MoCA/

Heritage) with no connection on South Bank.

Bicycles
• Keep bikes in mind thoughout.

Winter Use
• Attractiveness of public spaces during less than ideal seasons (long, 

cold winters) – could turn plaza into skating park, some corridors along 

river could have snowshoers & skiers. Snowshoeing increasing in 

popularity.

Design Elements/Features
• Downtown urban plazas (like Government Center in Boston) need 

planning/events, especially so they don’t become hang out places for 

drinking, etc.

• Amphitheater/step down off MoCA/Marshall St would be great!

• Edible landscaping (apple trees) and public gardens.

Chutes
• Flood protection – maintain current, but all designs can be increased 

re: capacity to accommodate increased rainfall.

• Anyone monitoring peak flow? Yes – gaging stations.

• Water can be very high by Eclipse.

• Calibrate computer model of any design to ensure adequate capacity.

• What do you do with water during redesign phase? Always have a water 

control plan – divert, pump with pipe – could have more than 1 method.

Existing Buildings/Relocation/Property Ownership Concerns
• City Hall is not moving (Mayor).

• Maintain Brien Center as business attractive to MoCA visitors? Who 

uses the green space? Could a park invite them to downtown?

• Divided opinion on mill across from Eclipse; save other buildings that 

take less money; North Adams’ biggest treasures are its mills.

• What are you doing re : housing ,especially for lower income people 

who may need to move? If we attract more people, where will they live?

NOTES FROM BREAKOUT GROUPS
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• B doesn’t take buildings, but easements; however, could have restau-

rants along back sides of businesses that could help them – all busi-

nesses are opposed as reported by mayor; many others agreed this 

design less desirable because of City Hall relocation.

Environment/Wildlife
• Widening river affects flow, sediment, oxygen, fish.

• Create irregular areas - refuge for fish & other wildlife..

• Ecological survey before any design – determine tolerance of vegeta-

tion, ground nesters, etc.

Priorities
• Do cheaper things that still have impact 1st, then gain momentum – 

rule out less viable option & focus on others.

Cost
• B is cheaper option, but some preferred A.

• Parks vs. Business areas; also cost (to city) to maintain parks; mixed 

use a possibility. 

• Increase taxes while decrease business space an issue.

Other
• Combo of A & B? Natural river for longer stretch – popular idea. Jim 

MacBroom said feasible.

• Total floodplain option less favored.

• Many like option B – dog park potential.

• Bike riders, picnickers may not want to come in & buy – change busi-

nesses – ice cream, soda, T-shirts, etc.

• Populations who would use areas – tourists, yearlong residents, sum-

mer residents, children - MASS in Motion, (wellness) are natural integra-

tion points – all constituents need to be considered, as well as seasonal 

use.

• Many of these ideas/sections depend on completion of others to suc-

ceed; when you change 1 area, you’re bound to affect others – some-

times unintended consequences – need a holistic view – Master Plan 

with holistic approach.

• Very exciting, lived here for many years.
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North Branch

Connections/Access
• Want river walk & bike trail from Eclipse to downtown.

• Like triangle leading people downtown.

• Connect all areas/segments of river.

• Plans should link to Natural Bridge State Park.

• River St. as Route 2 Bypass.

• Beaver Mill becoming an art museum – connection to Eclipse and to 

downtown.

• To the water or in the water?

Bicycles
• Like Bike Bridges.

Design Elements/Features
• Add community garden space - decking behind Big Y & at Delftree 

Park?

• Would there be parking at each park?

• Lots of Mill owners would like parking where Delftree is now.

• Need centrally located park for congregation, drawing people. Could 

that be at Big Y?

• Need restroom facilities or send to restaurants.

• Like modest green park as gateway entry via Route 2 – larger else-

where.

• Like sloped walls so people can get closer to water.

• Rafts, canoes, ice cream through the river.

Chutes
• Like deeper channel design within stepped areas.

• Concern how to repair / long term maintenance if the chutes are covered.

• Do like covering chutes behind Eclipse.

• Don’t like covering over channels at Eclipse.

Existing Buildings/Relocation/Property Ownership Concerns
• Has anyone contacted business owners?

• Some owners like the public access.

• Eclipse owners are worried about public access in their backyard.

• Maintain historical buildings.

• Concern tearing down Delftree because of historical significance.

• Old leatherworks building – like preserving.

• Concern if remove housing in Willow Dell area.

Environment/Wildlife
• Are some North Branch alternatives better for aquatic life?

• Concerned about water temperature and quality if cover the channel.
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• Are there environmental issues with people in the water?

Priorities
• Most aggressive would be great!

Cost
• Costs for city to maintain parks.

Other
• Can we re-locate Canal Street and improve the area? Or remove it?

• Improve Empty Lot at Big Y.

• Relocate MoCA parking so people don’t leave North Adams.

• Like Willow Dell Park idea – complements businesses, mill and economic 

development.

• Concern – can there be too much green space?

• Like park idea where Delftree is. 

o  Would eliminate noise issues

o Would address dilapidated buildings

o Like green space

• Like opportunities for economic development: increasing tax base, not 

decreasing

• Could there be urban artistic flavor in some areas – sculptural ele-

ments?
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Main Branch 

Connections/Access
• Create connectivity between all sections, regardless of how each sec-

tion is specifically developed. Include bike path where possible.

• Access to river: should be able to walk and bike on paths along river 

and inside the chutes. 

• Get down to beautiful natural areas of river.

Bicycles
• Include bike racks and other accessibility feature to encourage bike 

transportation.

Winter Use
• Interest in winter ice skating area. Does temporary dam offer possibility?

Design Elements/Features
• Interest in kayak practice area (somewhere in entire system, including 

north and south branch) Does temporary dam offer possibility?

• Stepped amphitheater good concept.

• Parks adjacent to MoCA should incorporate art & performance        

opportunities.

• Brownfields development – consider housing or outdoor recreation – 

type businesses.

• Skate park & ball fields are possibilities. Basketball courts are always 

needed. Noel field is inconvenient for many residents.

• Educational center? (South Branch better for this).

• Brownfields: athletic facilities with some business – types that make 

sense using the park (light food, etc) bike rental?

• Canoe trail all the way from south of town (south branch) through to 

main branch.

• Food trucks instead of brick + mortar development in brownfields area.

• Softball fields – increased resources for women.

Chutes
• Maintain central channel with some reasonable depth, even in spread-

out region.

• If the space between berms is wider, the berms can be shorter.

• High vs low flow channels – what directs water (mechanical vs natu-

ral); mechanical methods can fail – combo of both; probably have        

mechanical for extra protection.

• How would these designs look today with all the water? High flow chan-

nels would probably be used.

Existing Buildings/Relocation/Property Ownership Concerns
• Economic development should be concentrated downtown.

• Concern about displacing existing businesses.
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Priorities
• Prioritize different choices then apply ballpark cost to each choice.

• First demonstration should be visible and boost confidence re: flood 

control.

Other
• Dam concept not embraced.



Partial funding for this project was provided by MA Department of Fish and Game, Division of Ecological Restoration

THANKS TO THE HOOSIC RIVER REVIVAL ‘TEAM’

The Community Conversation was a success because of all the work done 

to create awareness of this important event by the following people, who are 

either members of the Hoosic River Revival Board of Directors, or members 

of the Revival Advisory Council, or residents in our wonderful North Adams 

community.  They deserve all the credit for that success!

INVITATIONS:  Chairperson Kim Seward with Jake Laughner, Brian Miksic,  

Steve Green, and Marion Grillon

PUBLICITY:  Chairperson Ramona Fabregas with Paul Marino

TV SHOWS:  Chairperson Lauren Stevens with Steve Green and Paul Marino

FACILITY: Chairperson Dave Willette with Jim Stakenas, Harold Brotzman, 

Fred Moran, and Blair Benjamin

PROGRAM PLANNING:  Chairperson Cindy Delpapa with Elena Traister and 

Lauren Stevens

REFRESHMENTS:  Chairperson Mike Dowling with Barb Dowling, Colleen 

Taylor, Anne French, and Jen Munoz

CHILDCARE:  Elizabeth Bona and Sierra Messer

MERCHANDISE and LOGO DESIGN:  Keith Bona

PHOTOGRAPHY:  Bert Lamb

ANYTHING THAT WAS NEEDED TEAM:  Jacqueline O’Brien Galusha, Al 

Bashevkin, Diane Parsons, Mackenzie Greer, Mike Canales 

I wish to also acknowledge OUR EXTRAORDINARY CONSULTANTS: the 

Crosby | Schlessinger | Smallridge team of Carole Schlesdinger, and Skip 

Smallridge superbly aided by the Milone & MacBroom team of Jim MacB-

room and Mark Arigoni

Thank you all so much, 

Judy Grinnell, President

Hoosic River Revival Board of Directors

Photo courtesy of Bert Lamb.




